Abstract. We find an infinite sequence of axially symmetric multipole solutions of Einstein equations in space-time of rigidly moving dust along field lines of time translation Killing vector. The resulting line element is necessarily of the van-Stockum class. The corresponding space-times are smooth, apart from the centre, stationary, asymptotically flat, and, for radii sufficiently large, cylindrically symmetric. All the space-times possess curvature singularity located in the centre that balances positive masses distributed in the other regions. The space-times contain internal regions where the Killing vector of axial symmetry is time-like. We prove that all asymptotically flat solutions must have vanishing total mass, although some of the solutions can have non-vanishing angular momentum. As an example we consider an asymptotically flat solution which contains only z-symmetric multipoles. It is smooth apart from two singularities located on the axis of rotation. There exist also an infinite family of internal solutions that are not asymptotically flat. We give also arguments why the van-Stockum class solutions can not be used as models of galaxies.
Introduction
The paper is devoted to investigation of asymptotically flat solutions of selfgravitating dust flow along open field lines of the time translation Killing vector ξ of which existence we assume globally. This requires ξ to be everywhere tangent to the time-like geodesics of the flow and consequently the flow must be rigid. In addition, we assume global existence of axial symmetry Killing vector η which has closed field lines.
The most general form of metrical tensor of the flow is necessarily identical to the line element of van Stockum class [1] . We derive the line element step by step from the most general form of metrical tensor of stationary and cylindrically symmetric space-time, which is defined by four arbitrary structure functions, and which was given in paper of Bardeen [2] .
The main result of our paper is the construction of the multipole sequence of asymptotically flat, stationary, and axially symmetric solutions to which other asymptotically flat solutions can be decomposed. In particular, the dipole solution is the solution found by Bonnor [3] . The analogous method can be used to generate infinite sequence of smooth stationary and cylindrically symmetric internal solutions. Another way of finding solutions is by the use of a Hankel transform.
We proved also that any global asymptotically flat space-time of the van Stockum class must be massless as a whole (the vanishing of mass was noticed first by Bonnor when he analyzed his solution [3] ) although some of the space-times can have nonvanishing total angular momentum.
As an example we constructed a z-symmetric stationary and smooth space-time (with the exception of two point-like singularities residing on the axis of rotation) that is cylindrically symmetric for radii sufficiently large and which is both asymptotically flat and has globally bounded scalar product ξη.The solution has nonzero total angular momentum and zero total mass.
The general line element of van Stockum class was used in [8] and [9] to describe rotation curves of galaxies. However, our results show that the line element cannot be used globally to describe asymptotically flat perfect dust flow in astrophysics, since the latter should be massive, differential (nonrigid), and with flow velocity that at large distances should not decrease more rapidly than the Keplerian flow r −1/2 . Moreover, one cannot smoothly join an internal van Stockum class solution with an external and asymptotically flat van Stockum class solution to obtain a global and regular finite-mass space-time since, asymptotically, flat van Stockum class metrics must be massless. The locus of all matching points would inevitably become the source of negative mass that would exactly balance the positive mass contribution from the regular solutions. The question we left open is wether or not internal cylindrically symmetric solutions of van Stockum class might be smoothly continued by a vacuum metric to obtain a global space-time that asymptotically is the massive Kerr metric. In general the vacuum metric has three independent structure functions (which follows from Einstein equations for pressure-free perfect fluid) thus such continuation should be possible. Anyway, the internal flow, as being rigid, would have at most (if any) constant angular velocity with respect to asymptotic stationary observers. Despite that, physical linear velocity of the flow would be point-dependent. This effect is only thanks to dragging of locally non-rotating observers that move differentially on circular orbits with respect to asymptotic observers with coordinates-dependent angular velocity of dragging of inertial frames.
Setup
Having in mind stationary and asymptotically flat space-times with cylindrical symmetry, we shall proceed as in the standard theory of rotating stars in relativistic astrophysics [2] , although the final metric will contain regions where cylindrical symmetry is broken, that is, where the axial symmetry Killing vector η is not space-like. The theory assumes asymptotical flatness and the existence of two Killing vectors ξ and η, the former which has open field lines and is asymptotically time-like and unit, the latter, everywhere space-like and with closed field lines. Moreover, it is assumed that asymptotically ξη → 0. Field lines of the Killing vectors, which clearly are frame independent objects, may be viewed as two of four coordinate lines in some particular coordinates in which the time coordinate t runs along open lines of ξ and the cyclic coordinate φ along closed lines of η, that is ξ ≡ ∂ t and η ≡ ∂ φ by definition. The other two, denoted by ρ and z, are arbitrary internal coordinates in a two dimensional subspace orthogonal to ξ and η. 1 Bardeen showed [2] that in this coordinates the most general line element of cylindrically symmetric and stationary space-time is fully determined by four structure functions ν(ρ, z), ψ(ρ, z),ω(ρ, z) and µ(ρ, z) and reads
Bardeen coordinates are distinguished by the property that in these coordinates Killing vectors ξ and η attain particularly simple form
In asymptotically flat space-time one can introduce cylindrical coordinate system in which the line element at infinity reduces to
Axis of the coordinates frame are attached to 'fixed stars', otherwise the axis would rotate. This in turn would be in contradiction with the assumption that ∂ t can be asymptotically normalized to unity. One assumes, therefore, that asymptotically condition e 2λ −ω 2 e 2ψ > 0 should hold. This is not the case in rotating frame of reference. Put differently, Bardeen coordinates are asymptotically inertial.
By the distinct role the Killing vectors ξ, η play in defining Bardeen coordinate system it should be clear that once the coordinates are chosen there is no further freedom in specifying the structure functions such that the coordinates would simultaneously become the co-moving frame of arbitrary self-gravitating dust differentially rotating on circular orbits z = const. about z axis. Anyway, a purely relativistic effect of winding space around the axis of rotation allows for asymptotically flat configurations of self-gravitating dust rotating with no angular velocity with respect to 'fixed stars'. We define such a flow below.
van-Stockum flow is by definition a stationary flow of self-gravitating dust moving along time Killing field lines in stationary space-time which is asymptotically flat and cylindrically symmetric.
2.1. Physical velocity in asymptotically flat stationary and cylindrically symmetric space-times. It should be clear that irrespectively of any particular reference frame, a generic cylindrically symmetric and stationary flow is fully determined by a four-velocity field
In asymptotically flat space-time Ω has the interpretation of the angular velocity with respect to 'fixed stars'. In particular, the condition U (Ω)η = 0 gives
The vorticity tensor 2 of velocity field n ≡ U (ω) vanishes identically, which can be checked by direct calculation in Bardeen coordinates 2.1. Therefore, the observers are called locally non-rotating, although they are dragged with respect to 'fixed stars' along circular orbits with angular velocityω . In static space-timesω ≡ 0 and locally non-rotating observers are identical to these being at rest with respect to 'fixed stars'. Local inertial frames tangent to n are thus distinguished and play the role of local standards of rest with respect to which 'physical' velocity is measured. If ξη = 0 the standards of rest -or, if one prefers, space -are dragged with angular velocityω.
3 around the z-axis. Consequently, in Bardeen coordinates the relative velocity, defined after special relativity as tanh χ of the hyperbolic angle χ between four-velocities U (Ω) and n at a point, reads
The result agrees with that of [2] where more 'physical' derivation was presented.
For the rotating Earth this velocity is approximately the same as the newtonian expression ρΩ since, for weak fields, 
The van Stockum flow
The examples below illustrate peculiarity of the flow.
• Suppose that van-Stockum flow can be static then ξη ≡ 0. Since the flow should be geodesic this requires λ = 0, and then Einstein equations imply ψ = ln ρ and µ = 0 which is empty Minkowski space-time. As this is vacuum we conclude that static van-Stockum flow is impossible.
Fortunately, the presence ofω ∝ ξη = 0 allows for finding nontrivial van-Stockum flows with nonzero energy density. Note that such flow is totally relativistic -has no Newtonian limit. The following example should elucidate this.
2 see footnote 5 3 In a sense this resembles a little the situation known from classical hydrodynamics of rotating fluids. The vorticity vector calculated for a fluid rotating about the z axis according to law Ω = ρ −2 , is zero. A small cork put on the surface of water, due to viscous forces, would acquire spinning with respect to water such that it would perpetually face in one direction. Replace water by differentially dragged space, the cork by a dragged observer n, and the container by asymptotic stationary observers, and you will get some insight into physics of locally non-rotating observers. 4 By finding Killing vectors in an asymptotically flat van Stockum class metric, one obtains v = N (ρ, z)/ρ, which is exactly the expression which the authors of [8] identified with the rotation velocity of stars in galaxies. In our opinion, velocity of stars in galaxies is substantially much higher then simply 2.3 since Ω ≫ω. This is the result of observations of rotation of galaxies and of simple dimensional analysis in the Kerr metric.
• In the post-newtonian approximation, one can find space-time of a rigid ball of radius R and total mass M and rotating with angular velocity Ω. One then finds that angular velocity of dragging of inertial framesω ≡ − (ηη) −1 ξη is considerably less then Ω
Inside the Earthω is more or less 10 −8 Ω -a negligible fraction of angular velocity of matter. The geometrical factor f (ρ, z) vanishes at the centre, and, outside the ball where the Kerr metric applies, the factor behaves as r −3 . Due to the smallness ofω, angular velocity of matter Ω is approximately equal to that measured with respect to local non-rotating observers |ω−Ω| ≈ |Ω|. On the other hand angular velocity of van-Stockum flow, measured with respect to locally non-rotating observers, is exactly (ηη) −1 ξη -thus not a correction but the whole effect. This global and asymptotically flat van-Stockum flow differs qualitatively from rotation of dust in ordinary astrophysics. In the sense van-Stockum flow has no newtonian counterpart. Nevertheless, it might be still instructive to match an internal regular van-Stockum flow solution (and such flows are easy to find) with a vacuum Kerr-like external solution. This would require more general ansatz for the line element then simply the van Stockum class line-element. The resulting space-time would be a candidate for a space-time of a rigidly rotating string.
Rigidity of van-Stockum flow.
We defined earlier van-Stockum flow as axially symmetric stationary flow of self-gravitating perfect dust matter in free motion that is minimal in the sense that each element follows a world-line of time Killing vector field ξ. Symmetry requires that proper energy density of dust D must satisfy ξD = 0 and ηD = 0. Four-velocity field of van-Stockum flow is U = Zξ, Z −2 = ξξ. Consequently, the flow is rigid as the shear tensor and the dilation scalar 5 of the flow vanish identically for stationary observers
The latter identity is the consequence of ξZ ≡ 0 and of contracted Killing equation ∇ µ ξ µ ≡ 0, while the vanishing of shear can be proved with the help of tensor κ(U ), defined as 
of ξ and η in these coordinates (e.g. ξξ = e 2λ −ω 2 e 2ψ , ξη = e 2ψω , ηη = −e 2ψ ), one obtains
which is frame-independent formula. As an aside, we stress that vorticity vector and the space-like vector ∇S are not co-linear. In general, vorticity of van-Stockum flow is not zero despite the flow is rigid -this cannot happen in newtonian dynamics since rigid motion with Ω = 0, i.e. in absolute rest, must have vanishing vorticity. The difference can be easily understood qualitatively. Although in asymptotically flat van-Stockum flow matter does not rotate about z axis with respect to 'fixed stars' (Ω ≡ 0), it moves with respect to locally non-rotating inertial frames that are dragged differentially with angular velocityω with respect to the same 'fixed stars'. Indeed, congruence of locally non-rotating observers distorts without changing proper volume
One can therefore imagine 'mechanically' the non-vanishing of vorticity of rigid van-Stockum flow as being due to the effective spinning of dust pieces with respect to differentially dragged space about z axis. In a sense, the analogous phenomenon would occur in the background of the Kerr black-hole when a rigid test membrane, attached to distant stars, was placed in the equatorial plane. Then the congruence of observers fixed to the membrane would have non-vanishing vorticity, which for large radii is approximately JG r 3 c 2 -about a half of the angular velocity of dragging of inertial frames.
6 Shear tensor and dilation for the membrane must vanish since it moves along lines of ξ. This shows that van-Stockum flow and the membrane example are alike with the reservation that van-Stockum flow is self-gravitating and moves along geodesics while the membrane is only a test body fixed to a background and does not move on geodesics.
3.3. The line element of van-Stockum flow. The energy-momentum tensor of dust matter reads T = DU ⊗ U . Einstein's equations G = κT and the contracted Bianci identities ∇ µ G µν = 0 yield local conservation law ∇ µ T µν = 0 that for dust gives continuous flow along geodesic paths
The continuity equation is satisfied identically for van-Stockum flow since ξD = 0 and Θ(U ) = 0. From ξZ = 0 we have U ν ∇ ν U µ = U ν Z∇ ν ξ µ , thus geodesic and Killing equations give 0 = −U ν Z∇ µ ξ ν and next 0 = −U ν (∇ µ U ν − U ν ∂ µ ln Z). Finally, U U = 1 implies that Z must be a constant and without loss of generality 6 One can show that in the Kerr metric, after expanding about r = ∞, the angular velocity of dragging isω = we may put Z ≡ 1, or equivalently U ≡ ξ. The result imposes on structure functions 2.1 the following constraint (3.1) e 2λ = 1 +ω 2 e 2ψ .
Another constraint follows from the linear combination of Einstein's equations
The left side is identically zero, while the expression to the right holds for pressureless perfect fluid in Bardeen coordinates. We
We have thus shown that van-Stockum flow requires at most two structure functions, sayω and µ. Then, forω = 0 there exist two classes of solutions: either
Killing vector ξ is always time-like ξξ ≡ 1, while ηη = −e 2ψ is space-like only in 3.3, thus 3.4 describes space-time that is not cylindrically symmetric and has closed time-like curves -has 'physically' questionable reputation. This is another peculiarity of van-Stockum flow, as there is no good argument for cutting out badly behaving regions, unless one lessen, in the unwanted regions of space-time, the constraints imposed on the line element by van-Stockum flow.
For a solution for which e 2ψ → 0 at some ρ, bothω and e 2λ ∼ω diverge and e 2ψ ∼ω −1 vanishes, which would be caused simply by a specific choice of structure functions, the more that − det[g] = ρ 2 e 4µ might behave well. There would be no reason for termination of solutions, unless µ behaved wrongly as well. The scalar K = −ξη is a smooth function at that point
since |K| → ρ as |ω| → ∞. This observation shows that K(ρ, z) is well suited candidate for a global structure function. From now on we shall use (K, µ) in place of (ω, µ) as structure functions of van-Stockum flow. Note, that for the flow, K has the physical interpretation of angular momentum per unit mass element of dust if only η is space-like K(ρ, z) ≡ −U µ η µ . K does not distinguish among relative sign ofω and e 2ψ , as so, is insensitive to the sign of ηη. In regions where K 2 < ρ 2 3.3 applies, then e 2ψ = ρ 2 − K 2 and 2.1 reduces to
To our knowledge the very special form of line element was used first time by van Stockum [1] . He interpreted the line element as being written in the co-moving frame of a rotating dust on cilcular orbits. The flow is equivalent to the vanStockum flow (hence the name) and the dust must rotate rigidly.
Structure functions of van-Stockum flow.
We have shown that for vanStockum flow general metric 2.1 can be reduced to 3.5. In what follows we shall derive equations for K and µ. Let E = G − κT with T = DU ⊗ U , U = Zξ, Z −2 = ξξ . Einstein's equation E = 0 imply from
For C 2 solutions the Schwarz identity µ ,ρz = µ ,zρ imposes on K the linear elliptic constraint
As
equation E φ t = 0 is satisfied identically. By calculating µ ,ρρ and µ ,zz from 3.6 and using 3.7, one may check the component
2 − κD = 0, and finally,
The other components of E vanish identically by symmetry. Once a solution of 3.7 is found, which is simple task due to linearity, 3.8 gives the respective energy density and 3.6 can be easily integrated. Contribution to the total mass from smooth distribution of masses is given by (see appendix A)
anyway, we shall show that asymptotically flat space-times in the model must contain distributional sources of net negative mass −M smooth that cancels contribution from the above integral. Note, that elliptic equation 3.7 is the condition for smooth minima of energy functional 3.9 inside a region bounded by a closed line in the plane (ρ, z)
For the minima the maximum (minimum) principle applies.
3.5. Some solutions. A class of base solutions of equation 3.7 can be found from the general representation
which is inverse Hankel transform. Any other solutions can be simply found by substituting arbitrary functionsK(λ) and by carrying out integration. For exampleK = lim s→0 + λ −1 Θ(s − λ), where Θ is Heaviside step function, gives the van Stockum solution K = −ρ 2 /2 [1]. In the opposite limit, s → ∞ we get K = r − z, where r = ρ 2 + z 2 . K = z is a solution so is r. Equation 3.7 is z-translation invariant -if K(ρ, z) is a solution then K(ρ, z + s) is another solution. Due to linearity also is s −1 (K(ρ, z + s) − K(ρ, z)). By taking the limit s → 0 we infer that ∂ z K(ρ, z) and higher order z-derivatives are solutions. The simple method generates the infinite sequence of smooth multipole solutions from the basic solution K = r − z. Some of the solutions (up to normalization) are shown in table below and in figure A. The solutions are alternately z-antisymmetric or z-symmetric. The dipole solution ρ 2 r −3 was analyzed first by Bonnor [3] . All the solutions are smooth 
outside the central point r = 0. With the exception of the monopole, these solutions give asymptotically flat space-times. To obtain general formula for the multipoles we transform 3.7 to spherical coordinates ρ → r sin θ, z → r cos θ. By substituting K(r, θ) = R(r)Y (θ), the separation of variables gives R(r) = r −n or R(r) = r n+1 , and hypergeometric equation for Y (x), where x = cos θ. We assume here n ∈ N and take only solutions that are analytic at x = ±1, by which the multipole series is established. The general formula for z-antisymmetric and z-symmetric multipoles that are solutions of 3.7 is
The corresponding series of internal solutions (singular at infinity) is
ρ 2 +z 2 , n = 1, 3, 5, 7, . . . As an aside we note the internal solutions are smooth space-times but not asymptotically flat. They can be used as internal solutions to be matched with external vacuum metric (rigidly rotating strings?).
The monopole solution K = zr is globally bounded and due to translational zinvariance of equations 3.6, 3.7 may be used to produce another bounded solutions that are symmetric or antisymmetric or with broken symmetry. Namely, if K(ρ, z) is a solution then also is any superposition of K(ρ, z − s) with respect to s.
7 By 7 This popular method of finding solutions of linear and translationally invariant equations was used in [9] to find a solution from the Bonnor solution [3] .
calculating the integral −a −1 sdsK(ρ, z − s), s ∈ (−a, a) with z-antisymmetric bounded solution K = zr −1 , which is not asymptotically flat, one obtains another everywhere bounded solution
The solution is z-symmetric, thus its multipole expansion contains only symmetric multipoles
Solution K a has single extremum K(0, 0) = a and, apart from the singular points (0, a) and (0, −a), is everywhere smooth. The two points are singular since ∂ z K, as a function of z, for ρ = 0 has a jump at z = ±a, a > 0. The resulting space-time is asymptotically flat
72r 4 (7 + 9 cos 2θ) sin 2 θ, r → ∞, and
Comparison with asymptotical expansion of the Kerr metric allows to determine total mass of the space-time, which is M = 0, and total angular momentum, which is J = a 2 /3. The result proves that the two singular points of solution K a , located on the z-axis at z = ±a, are sources of negative mass that cancel positive mass of the remaining regions (D > 0). In general, total mass can be calculated as surface integral at infinity (appendix A)
For r finite and sufficiently large the mass function is negative and behaves us M (r) ∼ −4a 4 / 27r 3 < 0. The function tends to 0 as r → ∞, which confirms our statement. The singular points are space-time singularities since curvature scalar is proportional to D which does not exist as a function at the points, or more precisely, D is a distribution. Total angular momentum of asymptotically flat space-time is
and we again obtain J = a 2 /3 for K a . The effect of vanishing of total mass should hold for all asymptotically flat solutions such that K = O (r −n ) provided that above integrals exist. Then M (r) ∼ O r −2n−1 and J(r) ∼ O r −n+1 as seen from 3.11 and 3.12. This is highly non-newtonian effect since for n = 1 total mass is zero although total angular momentum may still be present 8 . The vanishing of total mass of asymptotically flat space-times with the line element 3.5 should not be surprising since g tt ≡ 1. Consequently, zero angular momentum photons are being not red-shifted in such space-times (!) despite the fact the space-times contains distributed masses.
Multipole solutions have divergent mass integrals 3.9, and the solutions, and the other that can be expanded in multipole series, are nonphysical. This behaviour cannot be cured if one uses only van Stockum class line element 3.5, say, by replacing the internal part of a space-time by another solution not containing singular regions, since total mass is calculated in external part at infinity and, as we have seen, it is zero for asymptotically flat solutions. This shows that one cannot join two van-Stockum flows smoothly. The matching regions inevitably would become distributional sources of negative mass which, in turn, would exactly cancel positive mass distributed smoothly in regular regions of the new-space-time. The effect takes place when one cuts along the z-axis a solution K(ρ, z) which is not z-symmetric and then defines new 'global' solution asK = K(ρ, z) for z > 0 andK = K(ρ, −z) for z < 0. The matching plane z = 0 must have negative mass. This fact was observed in [7] where physical properties of the exotic matter on equatorial plane was examined.
Note also the peculiarities of solutions that do not satisfy |K(ρ, z)| ≤ ρ in some region. For example, multipoles are such solutions. In particular, the Bonnor solution [3] is such inside region bounded by ρ = cos 3 α, z = cos 2 α sin α, α ∈ (−π/2, π/2). In such regions space-times are not cylindrically symmetric and possess closed time-like curves since η are there time-like.
Conclusions
Here are the main features of van-Stockum flow.
(1) Finding exact solutions of van-Stockum flow is trivial. The line element is equivalent to van Stockum class [1] . (2) The model contains infinite sequence of smooth asymptotically flat multipole solutions to which other asymptotically flat solutions can be expanded. Apart from the monopole solution ξη is divergent in the centre. There also exist an infinite sequence of the corresponding internal solutions that are not asymptotically flat. (3) There exist z-symmetric, continuous, and globally bounded solutions and the respective space-times are asymptotically flat. We presented one example 3.10 and another example was found in [9] . It is trivial to generate the other. Note that the proof due to Korzyński [6] , that Einstein's equations with the line-element 3.5 have no asymptotically flat solutions, tacitly assumes that solutions must be globally regular and that the solutions can be derived from the flat one by perturbations (this proof was done in a weak field approximation). The asymptotically flat solutions we have found are not such since they contain singularities of curvature and, consequently, cannot be globally derived by perturbations from the flat solution. (4) Asymptotically flat space-times contains internal regions that are not cylindrically symmetric in the sense that the Killing vector of axial symmetry is there time-like. Consequently, in the regions, there exist closed time-like curves. The same applies to external regions of the basic internal solutions we presented in the paper. (5) Total mass of asymptotically flat solutions is zero, nevertheless, some of the solutions may have nonzero total angular momentum 3.10. (6) Asymptotically flat solutions have to have internal singularities that are sources of negative mass that exactly cancels contributions from smoothly distributed positive energy density (e.g. 3.10 is not differentiable at two isolated points where singularities reside). (7) In asymptotically flat space-times of van-Stockum flow matter moves rigidly and does not rotate with respect to asymptotic observers -'fixed stars' (angular velocity of the flow with respect to 'fixed stars' is identically zero). Nevertheless, the matter has nonzero physical velocity with respect to locally non-rotating observers that are dragged differentially on circular orbits by angular momentum distributed in space-time. In space-times that are not asymptotically flat the rigid motion cannot be so easily interpreted since there is no asymptotic inertial observers. 3), while in astrophysical situations of weak fields one would expect v ∼ r −1/2 plus some corrections due to relativistic interaction of angular momentum with gravity. We stress this trivial observation since such flow was used in [8] and in [9] as a model of rotation of galaxies, which is physically unjustified. The author of [5] already reacted to paper [8] trying to point out inapplicability of the flow to describe galaxies (se also appendix B).
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Appendix A. Mass calculation
In asymptotically flat space-time, Killing vector fields, existing due to spacetime symmetry, give conserved charges that can be calculated as surface integrals
For asymptotically flat space-times we assume the surface integral (the one to the right in above equation) taken over sphere at infinity, as the definition of total mass. In analogous manner we define total angular momentum J of asymptotically flat space-time. In spherical coordinates for van-Stockum flow we obtain equations 3.11 and 3.12. Stationary and axisymmetric rotating dust was considered many years ago, in 1937, by van Stockum [1] . Due to rigidity of the flow it was possible to use timeindependent cylindrical coordinates as the co-moving frame. In asymptotically flat space-times the problem is equivalent to finding axisymmetric and stationary flows of dust which follows trajectories of the time translational Killing vector. Asymptotical flatness enables one to identify the time Killing field by the condition that it is asymptotically time-like and normalizable to unity. We call such flow vanStockum flow. Generalization of the flow to nonrigid (differential) flow was made by Winicour in 1975 [4] who reduced the problem to specifying arbitrary function of one variable and to finding arbitrary axisymmetric solution of Laplace equation. The particular case of van-Stockum flow is fully determined by arbitrary solution of one simple equation (we use spherical coordinates)
N ,θθ r 2 = 0 and the line element reads
where ν is related to N . As so, asymptotically flat solutions are massless since for such solutions N ∼ 1/r and e ν ∼ 1/r 4 , or quicker, thus such global solutions must contain singularities of curvature where negative mass is located.
We stress the fact this behaviour can not be cured to obtain a finite mass asymptotically flat solution. For contradiction assume that the internal part of space-time of van-Stockum flow was replaced by another one (we should take more general line element than B.1) such that the new space-time is globally smooth and well behaved, eg. energy density is integrable and positive definite. Since the external part of the space-time was unaffected the total mass can not change -is again zero. A contradiction.
Another peculiarity is that the flow has no newtonian limit. Suppose that despite the above 'incurability' somebody was clever or lucky enough to find a global asymptotically flat flow without any singularities and such that N ∼ r −1 , and that somewhere very far away from the central mass location, newtonian physics applies. Physical velocity of van-Stockum flow is v = N/ρ, thus asymptotically v ∼ r −2 . Matter density of the flow behaves as D ∼ r −6 3.8, therefore, sufficiently far from the centre the mass function should behave as M o + const.r −3 where M o is total mass inside a sphere of radius r o , such large that ∞ ro DdV ≪ M o . For large radii r ≫ r o newtonian physics should apply. But if r ≫ > r o only M o /r is dominating in the multipole expansion of the gravitational potential thus velocity should be Keplerian v ∼ r −1/2 . But we assumed before that v ∼ r −2 -again a contradiction. This contradiction should not be astonishing since in asymptotically flat Kerr metric the factor multiplying 2ρ 2 dtdφ (and which behaves as N/ρ 2 ∼ ρ −3 in the example) is the angular velocity of dragging of inertial frames.
The conclusion of the above arguments is that the line element B.1 of rigidly rotating dust cannot be used to describe galaxies. Such model was proposed in [8] . Rigidity of the flow have been already pointed out by the author of [5] . The fact was not cited in paper [9] , where the Cooperstock and Tieu model was again used to describe rotation of galaxies. Anyway, in the same paper [9] it was found an interesting asymptotically flat solution
Similarly as 3.10 it is globally bounded and can be expanded in the multipole series we have discussed earlier From the expansion it follows that total mass of the solution is zero, total angular momentum is b 2 − a 2 /2, and velocity of the flow asymptotically behaves as v ∼ r −2 , while energy density behaves as r −6 . As we have seen above this is purely relativistic effect which does not have newtonian limit. The Cooperstock and Tieu model cannot be considered as a model of rotation of galaxies, even though it gives quite good assessment of masses of galaxies from their rotation. Experimental values of a characteristic velocity V and diameter D of a galaxy give the dimension of mass GV 2 D −1 , while a given model of rotation specifies a geometrical factor f from the rotation curve, then M = f GV 2 D −1 . In the case of van-Stockum flow this accidentally gives reasonable factor. The more misleading is the fact that by playing with different multipole expansions one can obtain any rotation curve and explain everything unless one notices that the assumption of rigid rotation of galaxies is in contradiction with experiment. We think that the other arguments we have given above suffices to reject the Cooperstock and Tieu model as a model of rotation of galaxies.
